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At the c10se of Henry James's 1899 nove1, The Awkward Age,

Handa Brookenham departs for a country estate, the ward of a man

three times her age; her jaded brother Haro1d appears committed

to a 1ife of bache1orhood; the marriages of the Grendon's, the

cashmore's, and the Donner's totter precarious1y, and the new1y

debauched Aggie reve1s in adu1terous union with Petherton, the

barbaric aristocrat. The nove1's final word, "tomorrow," echoes

tense1y in a society which offers 1ittle hope for generational

continuity. James's portrait of an upper c1ass in dec1ine,

stripped of Its reproductive powers, is conslstent with the

perceptions of other socia1 observers of his day. Anxieties

about the distance between a revered ancestry, and a decadent

modern society which had lost the ability to transmit traditiona1

traits and va1ues were voiced throughout turn-of-the century

England, by literary authors, politicians, and intellectuals

alike.

These concerns were at the forefront of debates on the

deve10ping social sciences. 1 In a letter to the English

Socio1ogical Society, one lady contended that the new

discip1ine's most urgent task was the "training of girls for the

resumption of a lost power of race motherhood, which shall make

for their own happiness and we11-being in using these for the

benefit of humanity."2 Lady We1lby's plea comes down to us as a

confused cry in the wilderness of ear1y sociology. But it should
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remind us that English social science arose in a society actively

engaged in redefining womens' roles.

The Awkward Age foregrounds what is only implicit in these

social scientific debates: that an elite's ability to control

feminine sexuality and reproduction is the test of its ability to

control cultural transmission in general. The novel portrays an

emergent feminine sexuality as reguiring society's most elaborate

forms of vigilance. Female adolescents possess the contradictory

attributes of a group whose social purpose is both essential and

unstable. In the preface they are innocents whose entry into

society reguires the purification of cultural habits. But in the

novel proper a curious inversion takes place and the female

adolescent becomes a threat to social mores. All attempts in the

novel's society to preserve feminine innocence fail, and each

failure is attributed to feminine nature rather than to social

experience. As a principle of ftdifference,ft3 the novel's female

adolescents, and ultimately all of its women, embody nature's

most threatening yet potentially exploitable aspects.

The great concern of English social science was the problem

of nature versus culture. To what extent should natural,

inevitable processes be allowed to take their course in

government, economy, in society at large? Social Darwinist

principles were under attack in this per iod, and the viability of

organic factors as sources of order was being guestioned. By

identifying certain groups--women, 'natives,' the working

classes--with a disordered nature, social scientists were able to
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justify their special subjection to social engineering methods.

My argument is that James's fiction knowingly incorporates

the social discourses with whi~h it is in dialogue. It is no

accident that the fields of English studies, which James's

fiction and criticism helped to inaugurate, and social science

were institutionalized at the same historlcal moment. 4 His

reviews of "social botanists" like Balzac, his relationship to

his brother William, his library holdings and reading, his

debates with H.G. Wells on aesthetic purpose illustrate his

engagement with the principal assumptions of social science. 5

But it was James's interest in women--female development in

particular--which most clearly aligned him with social scientific

concerns. James's well-known preoccupation with the construction

of femininity was part of the same intellectual culture that

produced countless evolutionary readings of woman's status from

primitive to modern times. However, while Herbert Spencer,

L.T. Hobhouse, and Emile Durkheim described the progressive

improvement of womens' circumstances, James dramatized the

persistence of what Spencer called "the traffic in women"

in the historical present. 8

This essay is unified by two claims: first, that the

political crisis of late nineteenth-century English elites was

resolved in part through an alignment with the instrumentalism of

the developing social sciences, and second, that because this

crisis was tied to reproductive facts--declining elite and

bourgeois birth rates, rising lower-class rates, mass
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enfranchisement--it was obsessively figured in feminine terms.

The Awkward Age, whose titular type refers both to historical and

biological transition, suggests a similar ideological conflation

of social change and feminine disorder. But in The Awkward Age,

what might be called "the feminine shadow" of English social

science becomes the central image. I analyze the novel's

feminization of social decline in relation to the evolutionary

narratives of social scientists which sought to repair the

condition of bourgeois and upper class women by casting them as

maternal icons. I then show how the social anxiety of James's

elite is formalized in a preoccupation with primitive kinship

rites designed to regulate female adolescent sexuality. Finally,

I trace from the shreds of these primitive romances the emergence

of a new feminine type for the modern age whose effect is to

detach the maternal principle from its biological moorings in the

female body and relocate it (as social engineering) in the social

body.

I

The Awkward Age is arranged as aseries of perspectives

on one central question: the marriageability of Handa Brookenham,

the adolescent daughter of the novel's central family. The

crisis faced by the social circle which frequents the Brookenham

parlour is how to integrate Nanda into society without ruining

her with its scandalous talk. How can they preserve her

innocence while allowing her the social visibility that

facilitates marriage and motherhood? This question is
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complicated by the fact that Hrs. Brookenham and Manda are in

love with the same man, Vanderbank, and the mother deliberately

disables her daughter by exposing her to the most decadent

aspects of society. It is further complicated by the appearance

of Longdon, an elderly gentleman of immense wealth, whose

unrequited love for Manda's deceased grandmother (Lady Julia)

supplies the novel's plot. Longdon's appearance complicates

Manda's destiny: her miraculous resemblance to her grandmother

incites in him an overpowering desire to avenge the pasta His

obsession is expressed in a "plan" to bring about Manda's

marriage to Vanderbank, but James's conclusion pictures

Vanderbank in retreat, and leaves Manda with a permanent and

ambiguous attachment to Longdon. The novel makes its way, with a

relentless determination, toward sterility and division.

In keeping with its embattled character, the novel's elite

views society as a swarm of Jewish moneylenders and debt

collectors, nouveau riche, vulgar, profligate Americans, and

other varieties of disreputable 'immigrants.' Of (presumably)

pure descent themselves, they deplore the invasion of the new

aonied hordes, monstrously imaged by "Baron Schack or Schmack,

the Jew man, so gigantically rich. who has just taken

Cumberland house." Yet the Brookenham circle is also withering

away from within, a collective emblem of Hax Mordau's

"Degeneration." While Hrs. Brookenham has the requisite four

children to ensure the perpetuation of upper class stock, her own

children promise none.
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The theme of elite decline is nowhere more pronounced than

in the portrait of the circle's women. More like zoo animals

than clvilized humans, the women who frequent Mrs. Brookenham's

drawing room don't seem to know whether to be natural or

cultlvated. Lady Panny, characterized as a "tame tlgress,·

becomes in a flight of Mrs. Brook's imagination, "a great

glorious pagan,· "purely instinctive,· "some great natural poetic

thing--an Alpine sunrise or a big high tide" (134).

Like the metaphor, "tame tigress,· these images blend the

idea of cultivation and predictability with the idea of wild

nature. AB a glorious pagan dominated by instinct, Lady Fanny

suggests an immunity to human forms of mediation and control. AB

an Alpine sunrise or a big high tide, she becomes a picture of

natural regularity: natural images so elevating that they are

inherently cultivated, poetry without the intervention of craft.

This description of Lady Panny exemplifies the distinction

between nature as an anarchie force, and nature as a socializing

agent, that pervades the novel. She exudes the aost threatening

aspects of nature as weIl as their successful containment. Thus,

the naturalist terms applied to Lady Panny do double work.

Implying wildness they iustify her control, implying regularity

and poetry, they signal the means for her reinscription into the

culture.

All of these images are forms of typing. And Mrs. Brook

assumes a special role in this regard, as one who can obiectify

her historical aoment, and locate the evolutionary positions of
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other women. AB we shall see, typing can function as an

exclusionary practice, assigning some social groups to the free

exchanges of advancing civilization, and others to the object

status of archaeological remains. Typed as a pagan curiosity,

Fanny Cashmore has no rights, and no claims upon her society.

Perhaps most significant here is the unequivocal line "rs. Brook

draws between Fanny and her husband. Her description opens with

an image of Fanny ·shriekling)· her unhappiness ·on the house

tops· (134). Identified with an incoherent barbarism, Fanny

occupies a different stage of evolution from that of her eloquent

husband, the circle's Parliamentarian. Nor is Fanny's position

unique; rather it applies to all of the circle's women at one

time or another. AB inarticulate primitives the novel's women

are key objects of a culture of vigilance. But as "rs. Brook's

example shows, women can be agents as weIl as objects of social

control. AB society's main boundary makers, educators, and

social typologists, women are the sociologist's dream: a

threatening social group which serves as the source of its own

regulation.?

The striking mobility of womens' roles foregrounds the link

between naturalist ideals and the problem of agency. The Awkward

~ pictures a society caught between a laissez-faire and an

instrumentalist vision. Viewing potential action as dangerous

and incriminating, characters deny their capacity to act.

However, there are also signs of an emergent social ideology, a

new conception of human agency, which some characters are capable
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of exploiting. Longdon's subtle ability to make pacts with the

decadent London world he enters; the Duchess' faith in the

remaking of indlviduals; Mrs. Brookenham's sense of liberation

from hereditary constraints; all suggest a commitment to the ways

in which social facts can be reformed in the modern era. The

novel features two views of society, as arealm of decline and

disorder, and as a system of predictable, progressive laws.

The tension between these two views is introduced in the

novel's first paragraph which concerns the subject of human

habit: Vanderbank's strategies for meeting bad weather.

"Save when it happened to rain Vanderbank always walked
home, but he usually took a hansom when the rain was
moderate and adopted the preference of the philosopher
when it was heavy. On this occasion he therefore
recognized, as the servant opened the door, a congruity
between the weather and the 'four-wheeler' that, in the
empty street, under the glazed radiance waited and
trickled and blackly glittered" (22).

At its most basic, this opening is about the human relationship

to nature, describing rules of behavior that regularize natureis

vicissitudes. Such rules, the passage implies, can fundamentally

alter human experiences of the natural world, for Vanderbank's

consciousness has converted his strategies for meeting nature

into natural effects themselves. As the "congruity" between his

hansom and the rain suggests, Vanderbank has harmonized his

relationship to nature by positing his own and natureis forms as

mutual causes. Thus, his vehicle appears as an equivalent

variable in the scene, as inevitable as nature.

By implying the naturalization of human action, however, the

scene records a certain alienation of human beings from their
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actions. We have the spectacle of a man reqardinq his own habits

as obiective parts of a scene. This is the force of the sentence

constructions which emphasize events over actors--characters are

portrayed primarily as recipients of action ("Save wben it

happened to rain Vanderbank always walked home • ") •• This

qrammatical deflation of human agents is confirmed by the first

descriptions of interaction. Vanderbank, seated in the carriage

with Longdon, "became conscious of having proposed his own rooms

as a wind-up to their drive." And Longdon voices his reluctant

acceptance of "the queer .•. doom of coming back" (27-8). The

characters seem to inhabit a dream world, blurting out

invitations they are only conscious of retrospectively,

considering themselves subiect to actions toward which they feel

little direct motivation. There is a sense in wbich these

characters are too intent on pleasing, on achieving harmony and

avoiding conflict, at the expense of their own wills.

Vanderbank's mode of reasoning in this opening resembles a

prominent form of scientific logic in the mid- to late-nineteenth

century. Correlative thinking described the essential

interdependence of natural and social life. In experiments

carried out at London's Kew Observatory, English meterologists

drew correlations between such disparate natural and social

events as plagues and commercial crises. These meterological

studies were revitalized later in the century in the research of

Eugenicists wbo studied links between head size and intelligence,

height and criminality.'
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One of the .ost significant of later attempts to establish a

method of correlative thinking was the work of the sociologist

L.T. Hobhouse. Dedicated to the idea of evolutionary progress,

Hobhouse saw correlation theory as emerging triumphantly at the

later stages of evolution. Correlation was a sign of progress,

"a basis of classification" by which "the mind introduces order

and establishes control." Human reason, according to Hobhouse,

was an instrument of synthesis: "it embraces every element of

experience, interconnects every feeling and thought . . • weaves

of them all a tissue which is never ossified but always plastic

and recipient."1G With the substitution of the word imagination

for reason, these observations, written in the first decade of

the twentieth century, could have been Henry James's.11

Vanderbank's opening reflections suggest a new model of

social observation, the allegorizing of social life in terms of

predictable laws. 12 The gradual unfolding of this opening

paragraph, from an instinctive habitual action, to speculation

about action, to a reconception of nature's determinations,

suggests the overall transformation in social thought that is

dramatized by the novel. This transformation involves the

recasting of a more traditional world view in which action is

founded on received rules of conduct, to a more modern world view

which sees action in rational Instrumental terms. Human action

in this modern view is itself a potential cause--equivalent to

natural determinations. Such a perspective has a double effect.

On the one hand it pictures human beings as powerful agents,
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capab1e of altering their world as much as nature. On the other

hand, it pictures them as beholden, like any natural obiect, to

the web of action and conseguence that is seen to comprise the

social and natural world. Thus, the novel's characters exhibit

contradictory tendencies of deliberateness and paralysis.

Longdon is a ghost from an earlier era, an outsider at the mercy

of the conniving London circle whose codes he only partially

understands. Yet he is also the source of the novel's plot, the

character whose wealth and emotional necessity structure all

dramatic action. Vanderbank seems constitutionally passive,

chained to the whims of Mrs. Brook and to some vague nostalgic

ideal both of which make him incapable of present action. Yet he

is also the man with everything, irresistible to women, Deputy

Chairman of the General Audit with a Rhead" for figures in an era

which prizes statistics as the key to intelligent social action.

The tendencies of both express a faith in human abilities to

shape social life and a recognition of the necessity for doing

so. Yet they harbor anxiety about that prospect, about how far

such effects could and should gOr

They epitomize the dilemma of English intellectuals in the

late nineteenth century, who saw human actors as more capable of

controlling their world and also as aore subject to its self

perpetuating processes. Indeed, this is ~ paradox of a "social

science", a paradox which is built into the term itself. For a

social science connotes a scientific. objective discipline whose

practitioners are at once guiding subiects, and obiects of their
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own investigations. In the ear1y years of soeia1 seience, at the

point of its institutiona1ization, this paradox was partia11y

solved by the ehoiee of research objeets. The objeets of soeial

seientifie study tended to be main1y a1ien or marginal soeial

groups, immigrants, eolonial populations, blaeks, the urban poor.

AB I have argued elsewhere, a soeial seientifie ideology whieh

elassified some individuals as knowledgeable experts, and others

as naturalized objeets often divided neatly along class, raeial,

and ethnie lines. 13 The Awkward Age reveals how a naturalizing

soeial seientific ideology was also divided along gender lines,

with femininity sYmbolizing the threat of uneontrollable natural

developments.

Though as James admits in the prefaee to The Awkward Age,

"everyage lives in an epoeh of transition," there is good reason

to insist, as James himself does, on the "notorious" instability

of this late-Vietorian/Edwardian period (12). English soeiety

eonfronted the biologieal and spiritual deeline of its elites;

the transformation of womens' status; mass enfranehisement, and

the aeeompanying threat of soeialism and anarehism; rising

immigration rates (suffieient to inspire the restrietive 1905

Immigration Act); unfavorable trade balanees; the Boer War and

impending World War. The soeial seiences eame to image these

developments in terms of a disordered nature, whose antitype was

a naturally unified modern soeial order. 14

11

Widespread pereeptions of the ills of English soeiety in the
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late nineteenth eentury helped to furnish a favorable elimate for

the reeeption of soeiologieal ideas--a vision of rejuvenation

through soeial rather than biologieal means. For views of a

ehaotie modern soeiety, whieh they feared had radieally broken

with the past, soeiologists substituted a tale of progressive

evolution, whieh forecast the gradual emergenee of a soelety

based on what L.T. Hobhouse ealled, ·our rational nature.·

Hobhouse's term suggests a key eharaeteristie of late-nineteenth

eentury liberal ideology. Despite its naturalist implieations,

Hobhouse's rationality was not an inherent quality, but

eonseiously and deliberately assumed. The organie unity of

modern soeiety, aeeording to liberal soeial seientists, required

the instrumental eontrol of human agents. Progress in the modern

era depended more and more on the eonseious direetion of

evolution. And soeial seienee (for Hobhouse soeiology in

partieular) was the form for this new self-eonseiousness. 15

These soeial seientists saw no eontradietion between

their organie, evolutlonary ideas and their soeial engineering

methods. Hor did they see a eontradietion between their larger

emphasis on modern rationality and their designation of modern

women as wholly instinetive, natural beings. In the evolutionary

tales that soeio1ogists told, the elimaetie final stages of

history pietured women as reified objeets of human reproduetion.

I want to eonsider some of these evolutionary narratives in

detail, but first let me sketch out the soeial elimate (to

continue the weather allegory) in whieh they were written.
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The agendas of the era's omnipresent reform organizations

indicate the cu1tura1 prominence of issues re1ating to feminine

sexua1ity and reproduction during the period of socia1 science's

deve1opment. The Rational Vigi1ance Association, founded in

1885, was dedicated to reversing the dec1ine of socia1 mora1s.

Growing degeneracy was envisioned primari1y in terms of women:

the fall in the elite birth rate; spreading use of birth control;

the dissemination of 'pernicious literature' among a feminine

reading public; the challenges to traditional divorce laws (which

prohibited divorce except in the case of the wife's adultery).

The organization railed in particular against foreign dramas (eg.

Ibsen) which portrayed "dissatisfied married women in a chronic

state of rebellion. against all the duties of wives and

mothers."18

This final problem was of special concern to social

scientists. The resistance among upper and middle class women to

their 'natural' roles as reproducers was viewed as a cause of

dangerous population imbalances, between elites and lower

classes. The decline of favored biological productivity and the

overall decline of social efficiency (as captured in best

sellers such as Made in Germany, 1896 and The American Invaders,

1901) seemed mutually reinforcing. 17 In brief then, the

categories which were at the forefront of social reform

organizations--Heredity and Population; Social Degeneracy;

Feminist Activism--reflect a growing tendency in this era to

feminize and naturalize social decline.
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From the 1870s through the opening decade of the 20th

century, fears of the lower classes Rmultiplying like rabbits R

dominated the popular press and elite journals. RThe poorer they

are,R commented W.R. Greg writing for Fraser's Magazine, Rthe

faster do they multiply.R Herbert Spencer's theories on

population corroborate these popular fears. For Spencer,

reproductive rates are inversely proportionate to the degree of

development: higher evolutionary stages feature lower rates of

multiplication. Francis Galton's Rnew religion,R Eugenics,

confronted the obvious question raised by Spencer's theories on

population. 18 How could his Social Darwinist vision of species

progress be reconciled with his ideas of population decline1 The

answer was that it couldn't be: for the Darwinist view of species

progress, Galton substituted a view of species decline. These

ideas took practical form in a plan for state monitoring of

reproduction rates. He advocated the identification of Ra select

class x of young men and women encouraging their

intermarriage, and promoting the early aarriages of girls of that

high class. R1 ' Galton's ideas were a thorn in the side of

liberal social science because they brought to the surface one of

its most troubling dilemmas. Was it morally acceptable and

practically .feasible to regulate the relative reproduction rates

of social elites and RlowerR classes and races1

T.H Huxley, a leading scientist and liberal intellectual

who was engaged with the development of social science,

confronted the issue of reproduction head on by labelling it:
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ftthe political problem of problems. ft Its two causes, he wrote,

are ftinternal by generationft (that of lower class ·wage

earners ft ), and ftexternal by immigration. ft Over-population and

the poverty to which it gives rise, can only be eliminated by

restricting both. za Huxley's observations call to mind a

Swiftian insight, that anxiety about over-population is always

about the proliferation of certain types of people.

The naming of genetics and over-population as a ftpolitical

problemft brings to the surface one of the deepest threats posed

by reproductive issues in this era. The image of an educated

elite no longer in control of the theories and facts about

heredity and population corresponded to an elite no longer in

control of its political destiny. The intellectual confusion of

social elites was inseparable from the reality of mass

enfranchisement. Unchecked lower class reproduction meant

unlimited lower-class ballots; population imbalances and

socialism went hand in hand.

The problem of population, then, was a key referent of

liberal social science. The strongest evidence of this fact are

the ominous details of natural and political decline which border

the evolutionary studies of Benjamin Kidd, Herbert Spencer, T.H.

Huxley, and L.T. Hobhouse, in the form of notes and appendices.

Like some collective return of the repressed, these details exist

as deliberately aarginalized threads which threaten to unravel

their whole optimistic enterprise. Kidd's book, for example, is

appended with a demographie chart comparing the reproductive
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rates of various races and classes, while Huxley's footnotes

catalog the ominous hordes of RChinamen and HindoostanR which

radical landowning schemes (ie. those of Henry George) maust take

into account. Likewise, the footnotes of Hobhouse's Mind in

Evolution (1901) contain charts on the comparative RfertilityR

rates of RcivilisedR and RuncivilisedR man. 21

~his intellectual borderland is the impetus for what Jurgen

Habermas calls, Rthe structural transformation of the public

sphere. R In his book of this title, Haberaas describes the

historical moment when public opinion came to be perceived as a

Rtyranny.R Liberal intellectuals turned against the idea of the

public conscience and advocated that Rpolitical guestions be

decided not by a direct or indirect appeal to the insight or the

will of an uninformed multitude, but only by appeal to views,

formed after due consideration, of a relatively saall number of

persons specially educated for the task. R From the ranks of this

saall elite of experts, came the recruits for a new category of

social expertise--the disciplines of social science. 22 Middle

and upper class women, these social scientists believed, had

their own expert role to fulfill in the modern era.

One of the most prominent forms of social scientific

analysis in this per iod was the evolutionary survey, which

invariably included a major section on women and aarriage. For

social scientists, the changing status of women, as reflected in

courtship and marriage rites from primitive to modern times,

revealed the progressive development of rational civilization.
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patriarchal culture where women assume their riqhtful place as

keepers of the hearth and species.

~he proqressivist bias of these social scientific narratives

concealed a pernicious constant that miqht easily be overlooked.

A persistent feature of womens' circumstances over time was the

view of women as breeders. Feminine sexuality and reproductive

powers were the possession of fathers and husbands, to be

exchanged in primitive societies, and more subtly regulated in

modern ones. Whether baldly seen as the utilitarian means of

species preservation, or euphemistically termed a "sacred"

calling, womens' reproduction was cultural capital too precious

to be controlled by women themselves. 23

~hroughout narratives like Spencer's Principles of

Sociology and Hobhouse's Horal Evolution maternity is the guiding

normative ideal. To Hobhouse, the maternal instinct is the

eternal means of ordering chaotic sexual relations. The

identification of the maternal instinct with order, an order that

builds incrementally from primitive to modern times, has

decidedly contemporary implications. Hobhouse's interest in the

maternal instinct appears to be a projection of his worry over

modern womens' roles. A stray footnote in another of his

evolutionary studies makes this explicit. "Very few men have any

natural aptitude with babies,w he writes. Hevertheless, "it is

almost a physical difficulty to refrain from picking up a small

child who holds out its arms to one, and when he has caught it
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up, a man is ine1ined to sway with it and dand1e it, as women

used to do before they had theories. ftZ4

Speneer Is s1ml1ar1y anxious about modern woman's resistance

to her .ost 'natural' oeeupation. ftAny extensive change in the

education of women ft he writes, ftfitting them for buslnesses and

professions, would be misehievous. If women comprehended all

that is eontained in the domestie sphere, they would ast no

other ft (769). Speneer goes on to list the dire eonsequenees of

feminine instinets at wort in public affairs, among them the

promotion of generosity over justiee and individual proteetion

over general soeial welfare (769-70).

Far from 'objeetive' analyses, Spencer's and Hobhouse's

evolutionary surveys are elaborate

superiority of a new traditionalism.

justifieations for the

When Hobhouse describes the

experiences of women as ftpropertyft in primitive societies, where

their sexuality is offered to guests ftas a matter of eourtesyft-

when he insists that her position even under ftmother-right,ft was

was low as any misogynist eould desireft--he is preparing the way

for the Idealized rationality that struetures modern womens'

circumstanees. Hobhouse makes a point of detailing the fortunes

of women who treat their sexuality as their own. In some

instanees they are mutilated, in others eaged. In one graphie

example they are ftehased to the sea, covered with dirt, and

ducked ft (159-60; 173-4). With equal ominousness, Speneer's

introduetion to his seetion on ftthe status of women ft warns that:

Wthe only limit to the brutality women are subjeeted to by men of
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the lowest races, is their inability to live and propagate under

greater W (725). In societies ruled by wthe traffic in women,w he

writes, Wthe will and welfare of a daughter are as auch

disregarded by the father who sells her as by the husband who

buys herw (728).

Yet their euphemistic emphasis on the sacredness of

maternity, their hostility toward efforts to extend womens' roles

beyond the home, suggest that wthe traffic in women w had not

subsided by the era of Spencer and Hobhouse. Womens' sexuallty

and reproductive powers were as .uch as ever the business of men.

Indeed, Spencer ends his section on the status of women with a

celebration of industrial societies where the relieving of women

from taxing labor enables them to wproduce more and better

offspring,W and thus assist their societies in the struggle for

existence (743).

These descriptions of womens' degradation in primitive

societies have an obvious moral: 'you never had it so good.'

Less obviously, they suggest, as an historical constant, that

womens' sexuality and reproductive powers are commodities to be

exchanged by .en.

111

From its opening pages, Tbe Awkward Age is explicit about

the commodification of women in the modern era. Feminine

adolescence, Vanderbank tells Longdon, is the woman's point of

entry into the marketplace. Like any new commodity which must

rely on its packaging for saleability, the female adolescent is
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wholly dependent on "beauty,- the kind -that speaks to the crowd

and crosses the foot-lights." Beauty -fetches such a price in

the market that the absence of it, for a woman with a girl to

marry," constitutes "a sort of social bankruptcy" (43). James's

novel foregrounds a collective feminine condition that is

repressed in contemporary social scientific accounts of that

condition. In so doing, it reverses the logic of those accounts:

womens' circumstances in the society of The Awkward Age are as

bad as or worse than those of primitive women.

Female adolescents in James's world are marketable items,

whose ability to attract a rich husband determines the fall or

rise of their unstable elite families. Motherhood lurks in the

background of these more immediate financial worries, as the

instinctive index to the survival of the English upper class.

The novel seems to go out of its way to press the similarities

between primitive and modern societies. It depicts not only the

irrational component of rational values, but the exploitation of

instinctive, primitive ideals by a modern liberal society.

In an analysis of The Awkward Age. Dorothea Krook describes

the speech of the novel's circle as that of a "homogeneous,

closely-knit social group, sharing common standards, attitudes,

forms of behavior."Z5 What is striking about this homogeneity is

that the characters are themselves so aware of it. James's

fictional community has tenuous borders, and its members are

vividly conscious of the need to create social bonds. Consider

for example James's emphasis on the idea of the primitive.
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Despite the fact that the circle's London inhabitants are if

anything supercivilized, they are consistently imaged as having

reverted to a primitive condition. Indeed, James claims in the

preface an ideal primitive landscape as the source for the novel

itself. He describes the "fostering tropic air" which nurtured

his "germ," and left the author to "flounder in a deep warm

jungle" (10).

What would be the attraction of the primitive to an observer

of modern social life? In the work of classical social theorists

like Spencer, Hobhouse, and Durkheim, all progressivists who

privileged the modern stage of development, descriptions of

primitive forms as ideal objects of research betray a certain

nostalgia. As Durkheim writes, in primitive religion, ideas and

practices "are shown in all their unity and offer themselves to

an examination, it requiring only the slightest effort to lay

them open. That which is accessory or secondary, the development

of luxury, has not yet come to hide the principal elements."2.

Defined as more simple and even as more real, primitive forms

project an ideal visibility. The romancing of the primitive in

an increasingly heterogeneous and conflictual society was an

effort by analogy to render modern social life transparent.

But these social scientists could not limit their

fascination to methode The extension of England's colonial

empire, the lingering interest in origins inspired by Darwinian

evolutionary ideas, the search for fundamental values in an

increasingly complex modern society, all fueled an obsession with
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primitivism. Despite their conviction of primitive society's

essential Instability, and their faith in modern rationality,

social scientists, as auch as any single group contributed to the

passion for the primitive. Primitive society symbolized the

possibility of homogeneity, of spontaneous connections between

homologous individuals. With this came the promise of human

penetrability--that human beings could be known to one another.

Kembers of The Awkward Age's circle long for social

cohesion, for instinctive social bonds. They are committed to an

ideal of collective intimacy, reading each other's minds and

participating in an invisible communication network. The

variable ties and levels of understanding among circle

members suggests an extended family or kinship structure. Mrs.

Brook is the chief source of this metaphor; it is usually

impossible to distinguish the "we" that designates the circle

from the "we" that designates her family.

Hence the recurrence of the word "kind" throughout the

novel, almest always connoting generic or species likeness. A

representative instance comes in the final encounter between

Yanderbank and Kanda. "Yanderbank," comments the narrator, "had

not been in the room ten seconds before he showed that he had

arrived to be kind. Kindness therefore becomes for us by a quick

turn of the glass that reflects the whole scene, the high pitch

of the concert--a kindness that almost immediately fills the

place, to the exclusion of everything else" (347). Kindness here

is more important for what it suppresses than for what it
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signifies. Doubled by the mirror that wreflects the whole

scene,w Vanderbank's kindness projects a deceptive sense of

magnitude. What could be meant by a kindness that excludes?

What sort of kindness functions as a boundary? A kin/dness that

is a rule of kinship. This scene, which dramatizes Vanderbank's

final failure to propose to Handa, suggests that his failure may

be an expression of kinship rules. To Vanderbank, Handa is

taboo.

Let us recall, for a moment, an earlier conversation

between Mitchy, the circle's nouveau riche wson of a shoemaker,w

and Handa on the topic of hereditary prejudice. WMy knowledge

doesn't strike in you a single hereditary preiudice?W Nanda asks.

wThere's a kind of delicacy you haven't got,W she continues,

wsome other kinds, certainly. But not ~ kind. w Mltchy's lack

of hereditary prejudice, Handa suggests, is the sign of his

marginality. This is consistent with adefinition whlch James

once gave of prejudice, as a Wfatal obliquity of vision lthatl

inheres not wholly in any individual but in some indefinable

property of the social atmosphere. w The product of wbirth,

education, association,w preiudice is a quality which defines a

community's boundaries--insiders feel it, outsiders don't. 27

Though Mitchy describes himself in the very same dialogue as part

of the circle Wby my contacts, my associations, my indifferencesw

(262), his lack of hereditary preiudice stamps him irrevocably as

an outsider.

There is a direct connection, I would suggest, to the
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concept of "ancient preiudice" discussed in a work of English

anthropology that James owned and undoubtedly read. J.F.

McLennan's Primitive Marriage (1886) identifies among the clans

who inhabited the Scottish Highlands, a prohibition against

"marriages between memhers of the same primitive stock." He then

goes on to speculate that ·originally a man was not allowed to

marry a woman of his own clan, and that, subsequent to the

inter fusion of the clans, the ancient prejudice remained; the

rule for enforcing it--the question of degrees of afflnity apart

-would just be the rule of Menu."ze

McLennan's discussion of Scottish tribai rites has an

uncanny appropriateness for a social circle made up of

Brookenhams, Vanderbanks, Grendons, and cashmores, who summer In

the Scottish Highlands, and hunger for social ritual. z,

Vanderbank's resistance to marrying Nanda may implyan ftancient

prejudiceft that lingers long after the demise of the original

primitive stock. As Nanda explains to Longdon in the novel's

closlng scene, ft[VanderbankJ did his best, but he couldn't. And

he's so right--for himself ft (382). Llke organic art, Vanderbank

is true "to the law of his kindft (18). Yet another passage in

Primitive Harriage compllcates Vanderbank's reslstance to

courtship and marriage. ~his is McLennan's contemptuous account

of the promiscuity and polyandry which characterize matriarchal

societles. Male lineage in such primitive systems which give

free reign to the feminine spirit, is indeterminate, so kinship

ties can only be established through the female line. He
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describes the wanton women of Patan, against whom the men had to

adopt measures of ·self-protection,· and he takes as a sign of

progress the developing ·system of confining women--a system

probably established by exogamy and the practice of capturing

wives. R30 HcLennan's alarmist tone suggests that the threat of

feminine promiscuity is not unique to 'primitive' civilizations.

Indeed, the idea of feminine independence from social

institutions was a commonplace of late nineteenth-century social

science. In a review of Emile Durkheim's Suicide (1897),

Havelock Ellis remarks on Durkheim's conclusion that women are

less dependent on marriage than men. Contrary to conventional

wisdom, Durkheim finds, it is the widower, not the widow, the

divorced man, rather than the divorced woman, who is more prone

to suicide. A social institution that arose to protect women

from the caprices of men, he observes, had an opposite effect. 31

The practice of exogamy and capture, then, and the

introduction of taboos on marriage, reverse a previous barbarism

by transforming women from promiscuous subiects to passive

obiects of male lust. It is telling, in these terms, that

Vanderbank is deeply offended by Manda's efforts to facilitate

their marriage (see, for example, p. 271). At once a lady-killer

and a confirmed bachelor, a traditionalist and an expert

statistician, Vanderbank is also the agent of a form of cultural

control which both elicits and disallows feminine desire. But he

is in fact beholden to the lust of one woman (Nanda), and

control1ed by the lust of another woman (her mother). Thus,
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while progressive in form, the soeial eirele of The Awkward Age

harbors the perpetual threat of primitive sexual anarehy. The

eontemplation of lurking primitive dangers, this suggests, was an

ineitement for modern strategies of soeial instrumentalism.

IV

The feminine type favored by nineteenth-eentury soeial

seientists is woman as natural reprodueer, whose antitype is the

transhistorieal female pagan. But the feminine shadow of soeial

seienee takes on a different cast at the turn of the eentury.

These later soeial seientifie diseussions portray the ideal woman

as a modern age Hester Prynne, soeial worker and agent of

empathy.

The myth of soeial seientists whieh deseribed women as

maternal ieons refleeted a dominant eultural interest in

eireumseribing womens' roles at a time when their traditional

roles were being ehallenged. Soeial seientists' revaluation of

aaternity also indieated their fears of rising reproduetion rates

among lower elasses and eolonial populations, and falling rates

among England's "best elasses." AB the repressed borders off

their analyses eonfirm, these soeial seientists wisely distrusted

their own transeendent myths. Hobhouse's image of the man

embraeing a ehild to fill the gap of maternal feeling ereated by

new "theories,· Speneer's dark view of feminine prineiples

infiltrating a modern state, at onee lament the reeession of

biologieal nurture, and propheey a new form of soeial nurture.

Predietably, their alternative plan for soeial reformation also
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involved the manipulation of feminine ideal types, this time the

femlnized typology of eonsolation.

The era's elites were haunted by the speetre of mass

soeiety with its aeeompanying threat of soeialism and anarehism.

This threat eould be averted, they believed, by soeial welfare

programs. 32 Women had a special role to play in this kinder,

gentier state. Historians have reeently identified a turn-of-the

eentury discourse of maternalism, one that "exalted womens'

capacity to mother and extended to soeiety as a whole the values

of eare, nurturanee, and morality."33 I am not suggesting that

these soeial seientists were deliberately appropriating the

maternal prineiple. Here again, it took a woman speaking before

the English Soeiologieal Soeiety to make this assumption

explieit. "The woman, more obviously than the man, lives not for

herself but for others," deelared Sybella Graham, wand eonsiders

herself as part of a larger whole. The modern and womanly spirit

of sympathy and oneness influeneing men as weIl as women, drives

us to grapple with the soeial problems of poverty and

disorganisation."34 The remarks of Lady Wellby and Sybella

Graham together bracket the transformation of womens' status

during the years of soeial seienee's development.

The Awkward Age dramatizes that ideologieal transformation.

Implieitly, it traees the reproduetion of women at the turn of

the eentury from natural maternal ieons to professional

eonsolers, eritieal funetionaries of a welfare state.

The volatility of womens' roles is eaptured by the
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introduction of The Awkward Age's adolescent protagonists, Handa

and Aggie, as photographed images framed in natural materials.

On the one hand, these images emphasize tactics of socialization,

eerily foreshadowing the cataloging record of twentieth-century

American public schools, a yearly photograph of the child as he

or she is gradually absorbed into the social system. On the

other hand the portraits, bordered respectively by "crimson fur"

and "glazed white wood" (natural elements, artiflcially tinted

"crimson," and "glazed") suggest the tension between culture and

nature that haunts all the novel's women. Allan Sekula has

described nineteenth-century photographie realism as "a system of

representation capable of functioning both honorlfically and

repressively • providinq for the ceremonial presentation of

the bourgeois self" and "defining and regulating the criminal."35

James's photographs of adolescent females, which are given to

eligible bachelors as "gifts" (36), suggest yet another function

of photographie realism: the mastery and exchange of female

commodities.

In a later image of Handa and Aggie, naturalizing details

become the keynote. Longdon sees the pair as "lambs • • . one

with its neck in a pink ribbon had no consciousness but that of

being fed from the hand with the small sweet biscuit of

unobjectionable knowledge, the other struggled with instincts and

forebodings, with the suspicion of its doom and the far-borne

scent, in the flowery fields, of blood" (181). Longdon's vision

suggests a familiar contemporary fantasy about women. As one
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feminist summarized it: ftif a women has been made by nature to be

a .other, so has a eow or a sheep. there is nothing to

prevent this reasoning from running down-hilI to its eonelusion,

namely, that the nearer a woman ean beeome to a eow or a sheep

the better. ft3 •

In eontrast to the photographs, this later view is a kind of

eomposite image pieturing feminine ideal types. Here, personal

idiosyneraeies disappear, and Banda and Aggie are seen to embody

two generie options of female identity. Predietably, these

generalized types faeilitate the positing of an authoritative and

unehanging feminine nature. 37 And yet the very splitting of this

feminine type (into innoeent and knowledgeable) eonveys the

preeariousness of Longdon's earefully wrought eoneeption.

Moreover, as the outeome of deliberate soeial engineering, the

eharaeters of these female beasts are deeidedly unnatural.

One has been taught ftunobjeetionable knowledge,ft the novel's

synonYm for ignoranee, while the other has been taught to know

its doom. It is signifieant that the favored beast, the

beribboned prize winner, is ignorant. Cloaked in eultural

euphemisms--pink ribbon, sweet biseuit--the favored beast

represents the eulture's eivilizing praetiees, and thus allows it

to think weIl of itself. The raw, knowing beast, in eontrast, by

foreing an awareness of eulture's underlying ruthlessness,

demands expulsion. Knowing Is thus represented as a souree of

danger. If learning ignoranee is the means to womens' soeial

survival, then the task of edueation beeomes all the more
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treaeherous.

Manda and Aggie are the produets of two disparate

edueational systems. Aggie, the product of the Duehess' old

world vigilanee, is so innoeent that she appears as one "to whom

the language of her eompanions was unknowo" (89). Manda, the

produet of her mother's modern laissez-faire system knows

everything, ineluding the plan of her own edueation. Her mother,

she observes, is "throwing me into the world" (118), a point

repeated to a group of prospeetive suitors, "I didn't eome in the

earriage, nor in a eab, or an omnibus • • • 1 walked • "other

wants me to do everything" (111). Manda has been let in on the

theory whieh guides her soeialization: what would be the point of

apprising an adoleseent of the proeess by whieh she "learns to

beeome a woman?"38

Crities have eondemned "rs. Brookenham's edueational poliey

and the selfish immorality that brings her to so expose her

daughter. There is no question that "rs. Brook takes deliberate

steps to undermine Manda's soeial possibilities, nor that she is

genuinely disturbed by the ehallenge to her owo sexual prominenee

posed by the debut of an attraetive daughter. Her insistenee on

the naturalness of her aetions--that it was all "instinetive and

uneonseious" (331-2)--is weIl within the liberal ideology of the

novel's eirele. Yet there might in fact be a deeper 10gie to

"rs. Brook's aetions, of whieh she herself is not entirely aware.

Aeeording to feminist psyehoanalytie theory, the earliest

development of subjeetive eonseiousness involves the
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internalization of social norms. With language, the subject is

bound to social law. Dislodging the force of these laws requires

reexperienc1ng the process of soc1al1zat10n 1n all 1ts

constructedness. 3 ' Considered in these terms, the deeper logic

of Manda's education with all the strings attached may be to

facilitate her questioning of social norms. "rs. Brook, we might

say, stages Manda's education, foregrounding the method and

purpose of what she is taught in order to reveal the culture's

ritualized constraint of women.

In making her daughter knowledgeable and unmarriageable,

"rs. Brookenham rejects the interests of her social class.

Manda's reproductive capacities represent the hope of her elite

society: her marriage to Vanderbank promises the four children

that would confirm her class' reproductive power. As the Duchess

remarks, "they're just the people to have, that blessed pair, a

fine old English family" (189). Her prophecy, a family of "half

a dozen," is statistically precise: in this era, four was the

calcu1ated minimum number of offspring required for a stock to

maintain itself. 40 In preventing their marriage, "rs. Brook

realizes a social death wish.

But "rs. Brook is no revolutionarYi she also fulfills

a socially sanctioned maternal image which she passes on to her

daughter. While actively hostile to her own offspring, to

society at large she is compulsively maternal. Like Hester

Prynne at the end of The Scarlet Letter. "rs. Brook is a consoler

of women in a society which institutiona1izes feminine grief and
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consolation, just as it institutionalizes feminine wantonness and

constraint. To become a wife in the novel's society is to enter

upon a cycle of discontent, debauchery, and regulation. A social

worker of sorts, "rs. Brook's home is a clinic for the novel's

parade of betrayed and dissatisfied wives. According to one

husband, "rs. Brook's circle is an -institution. • . resting on

a deep human need,- and "rs. Brook is ftwonderful for wives. ft As

long as feminine sorrows persist, there will be a place for "rs.

Brook who fthas helped so many before, and will help so many still

to come- (367). Her social service has a primitive parallel in

the elaborate kinship networks which returned runaway wives to

their husbands in order to ensure the continued absolution of

their debts. 41

Bor is "rs. Brook only an agent of consolation. She

operates as a general force for social cohesion. And she

transmits her organizational skills to her daughter. Banda has

her own circle where people ftclutch ft and ftcling ft to her. She

performs the sympathetic acts of consolation and repair--fttaking

apound of tea to her old nurse ft or ftgoing to read to the old

women in the workhouseft--that form apart of woman's role in an

emerging welfare state. "rs. Brook, the modern mother, fashions

Banda as a new feminine type for the twentieth century.

"rs. Brook and her daughter exemplify the

professionalization of traditional women's activities, which in

this era are extended beyond the home. "others have launched

their maternal expertise into society in a bid for political
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power. The other side of this development is the governmental

assumption of roles traditionally accorded families. In a

revealing moment, "ra. Brook calls her family"a case" for an

"investigating society" (209), registering the supplanting of

familial rites of transmission by welfare agencies. AB Jurgen

Habermas observes, the family "increasingly lost the

function of upbringing and education, protection, care, and

guidance .[it] lost power as an agent of personal

internalization" (155-6). The boundaries between the domestic

and public realms had blurred; the family had become permeable.

But Hrs. Brook's remark is ironie, an allusion to her family's

dwindling fortune and overall disarray. There is little chance

that the Brookenham's will become the obiect of an investigating

society, since the public supervision of families was designed

for "lower" classes, races, and ethnic groups.42 By the novel's

end, however, "rs. Brook's formerly powerful position is entirely

compromised. She becomes a target of collective reproach, with

all the novel's men united against her (as she had always

predicted). Heanwhile, Handa is sheparded away to a li fe as the

barren yet vital feminine influence in Longdon's welfare e/state.

James's 1899 novel explores a particular instance of womens'

typecasting and regulation, which arises from their position in a

threatened aristocratic society obsessed with its declining

productivity. The circumstances of James's bourgeois and upper

class women seem to have been transcultural. In contemporary

France, the Uni ted states, even Germany, all modernizing nations
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with emerging social scientific disciplines, women were

objectified in similar ways and censured for their resistance to

maternity.4~ James's invocation of a primitive landscape

suggests that male control of female sexuality and reproduction

may be transhistorical as weIl. Indeed, as Spencer and Hobhouse

imply, contemplatlng the bald aethods of a primitive social order

was both affirmative and educational.

~he Awkward Age casts an historical, feminine slant on

contemporary social science, and also meditates on the deeper

continuities between primitive and civilized societies in thelr

respective treatments of women. 44 Even modern welfare states

which sought to Incorporate feminine qualities of nurture within

broader instrumental policies, and welcomed armies of female

social workers, had a very mixed impact on women's political

status. Haternalist politics marginalized women in essentialized

roles. ~he ambivalence that turn-of-the century English leaders

feIt toward the state's "kinder, gentier" image was expressed in

Intermittent contempt for woman reformers and bureaucrats. But

the most important reason for the decline of maternallst

polltics was that, like the earlier social scientific myth, it

defined women against the new dominant ideology of sclentific

objectlvity and expertise. ~ellingly, it was abandoned by a

post-World War I generation of feminists for being "unsystematic

and unscientific."45 In the final analysis, maternaiist politics

sustained rather than challenged a dlsciplinary doctrine that

pursued woman as the naturallzed type of social science.
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In the theories of numerous social scientists of the era,

the subiect of women reveals an underlying commitment to

repudiated biological categories. From William James's

Principles of Psychology to W.I. Thomas' theories of race

prejudice, womens' issues were the pivot for the return of a

repressed essentialism. 48 Among the virtues of The Awkward Age

is its exploration of the perceived "crisis" in womens' roles-

the breakdown of traditional marriage and maternity rites--as a

cultural construct, which is part of a more pervasive crisis of

elite preeminence at the turn of the century. William James once

noted "the tendency of [Henry's] personages to reflect on

themselves and give an acute critical scientific introspective

classification of their own natures and states of mind."47 His

remark would seem to suggest that his brother was something of a

social scientist. And indeed Henry James may be said to have

participated in the invention of its generalizing methods:

typecasting, idealizing, categorization by groups. Yet he

persistently questioned his affinity for these abstract

categories, a questioning expressed both overtly, as in his

debates with Wells, and more powerfully (if aore obliquely) in

the ambivalence his novels convey toward these categories as

devices of social control. If The Awkward Age is flnally

resistant to social scientific methods, it is not because its

author transcended them or denied their attractions, but because

he so thoroughly understood them.
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ROTES

1. I use the term "social science" to designate a field of

inquiry which centered upon the tension between nature versus

culture, and laissez faire versus interventionist forms of

government. I focus largely on debates surrounding the emergence

of sociology, but because of the tenuous borders between

sociology, anthropology, psychology, etc. at this point of

disciplinary origins, I use the general category. Por an

admirably lucid account of the "vogue" of sociology in this

per iod, see Stefan Collini, Liberalism and Sociology: L.T.

Hobhouse and Political Argument in England 1880-1914 (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1979), especially pp. 189-234.

2. Sociological Papers (London: Hacmillan, 1905), p. 78.

3. "The sometimes dreaded, often delayed, but never fully

arrested coming to the forefront of some vague slip of a

daughter," James observes in the nove1's preface, introduces

"difference •.• in certain friendly houses." The Awkward Age

(Rew York: Penguin, 1981), p. 8. The text is from the Rew York

Edition. All subsequent references to this edition will be

included parenthetically in the e~say.

4. On the institutionalization of Eng1ish studies, see, for

example, Terry Eagleton, Literary Theory (Hinneapolis: University

of Hinnesota Press, 1983), pp. 1-53; and Prancis Hulhern, The

Moment of Scrutiny (London: Basil Blackwel1, 1979). Por the
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institutionalization of social science see Collini's Liberalism.

as weIl as his "Sociology and Idealism in Britain 1880-1920,"

Archives EuroDeenes Sociologique XIX (1978), pp. 3-50; and Philip

Abrams, The Origins of British Sociology (Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1968).

5. James's reviews of Prench writers, which provide many

insights on literary versus social theory have been collected in

Henry James: Prench Writers. Other European Writers. The

Prefaces to the Mew York Edition. ed. Leon Edel (Mew York:

Library of America, 1984). James's relationship to his brother

William's ideas has been explored by Sharon Cameron in an

important new study, Thinking in Henry James (Chieago: University

of Chicago Press, 1989). James's library holdings include a

eonsiderable number of books on social theory. The evidenee,

from marginalia, letters, ete. that James read many of them

should alter prevailing eritieal views of James's interests as

exelusively belletristie. I mention here only those books most

pertinent to my arguments in this essay. Walter Bagehot's,

Biographieal Studies (1881); Eeonomie Studies (1888); and

Literary Stu4ies (1891); Leslie Stephen's Soeial Rights and

Duties (1897); Herbert Speneer's Edueation: Intellectual. Moral.

and Physical (1871), Illustrations of Universal Progress (1870),

Essays: Moral. Politieal. and Aesthetie (1871), An Autobiography

(1904); T.H.Huxley's Man's Place in Mature (1894), Method and

Results (1894); E.L. Godkin's The Unforseen Tendeneies of

Democraey (1898); Arthur Balfour's The Foundations of Belief
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(1895); John Horley's WalDoie (1889), Oliver Cromwell (1900),

The Life of Gladstone (1903); J.P. HcLennan's Primitive Harriage

(1886). Por more on these holdings see, The Llbrary of Henry

James compi1ed and edited by Ade1ine Tintner and Leon Edel (Ann

Arbor: University of Hichigan Research Press, 1987). Huch of the

James-We11s debate has been pub1ished in Henry James and

H.G.Wells ed. Leon Edel and Gordon N. Ray (Urbana: Unlversity of

I11inois Press, 1958).

6. Spencer's phrase is from his section on "The status of Women"

in The Princip1es of Sociology Volume I (New York and London:

App1eton, 1910), first published in 1876.

7. In" Animal Sociology and a Natural Economy of the Body

Po1itic, Part I," The Signs Reader (Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1983), pp. 123-138), Donna Haraway complains that

women "have challenged our traditional assignments to the status

of natural objects by becoming anti-natural in our ideology."

Women have worked agalnst themselves "by agreeing that 'nature'

is our enemyand that we must control our 'natural' bodies at all

costs to enter the ha110wed kingdom of the cu1tura1 body polltic

as defined by liberal theorists of political economy" (125).

Implicit in Haraway's remarks is the powerfu1 claim that an

intellectua1ly self-aware, revitalized essentialism might be the

basis for a new feminist po1itlcs.

8. SeYmour Chatman analyzes this grammatical submerqence of

agents as a characteristic of the late style. See The Later

Style of Henry James (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1972), especially
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chapters five and six.
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